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Wildwood Living from an Old Timer by Delbert Bills  Article 16, Jan. 2010 

 

A History of Power Development in Wildwood - Solar (continued) 

 

This is the second article in a series in which I will share with you our Wildwood 

electrical experience over a period of 28 years. You will recall that I had planned ahead for 

eventual photo voltaic and commercial power and installed a 6500 watt generator and a 100 

amp power service panel to supply our power needs for our new home in 1987. This would 

allow an easy transition in the future (1991) when I would add a large photo voltaic system 

and even later, (1995) commercial power. 

The next power development phase was minor in comparison to previous and future 

phases but was quite beneficial in the interim. I did not like to run the generator continuously, 

especially at night for lights alone. So I installed a pair of deep cycle batteries in my crawl 

space near the outside generator along with an automatic charging unit. I wired 12 volt dc 

lights in several rooms. In addition, I had piped propane lights into the house during 

construction.  

Even so, there were numerous inconveniences. We still had the noise both inside and 

outside, and exhaust fumes if you were outside. We still had to start the generator to use the 

electric appliances like popping pop corn with the electric popper rather than the hand crank 

one on the stove. You can see that by then our pioneering spirit and associated 

inconveniences was starting to ebb. 

By 1989 we were thinking that we should look at adding a solar system so that we 

didn’t have to leave the generator running or start it frequently for just short periods even 

though the remote start switch was located in the house. I knew that a solar system that 

would be suitable for our needs would be expensive. I wanted to check out the possibility of 

getting commercial power before investing about $10,000 or more for a solar system.  

I contacted the IREA regional office at Woodland Park to explore the feasibility of 

extending the power into filings 1 and 2 both on a general basis for the area and specifically to 

my home in filing 2. The general going rate was quoted as about $5 per foot for a large area 

project and about $6 per foot on smaller specific projects. I figured that we could cover a good 

part of filings 1 and 2 with about $250,000 or about $1000 for the primary power line to be in  

reasonably close proximity to each lot. That would have been very cheap compared to the 

cost of solar/generator systems. It was 2 miles from the point-of-origin at filing 1, lot 162, to 

my house in filing 2, lot 274. Two miles at $6/ft. is roughly $63,000.  

There was a mild recession in 1988-89 and many owners of vacant lots were in fact 

trying to sell rather than develop even though commercial power would have improved their 

property values. It also would have improved their sales opportunities. In addition, the cost 

was not economically feasible for me individually. Since I could not generate any interest in a 

project of this size from the general membership, I dropped the idea. 
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Also during the late 1980’s we were planning and executing the breakup of the Bell 

System as we had known it during our entire career. I was heavily involved with breaking up 

and reorganizing my Business Services Engineering Department which required extensive 

travelling. Our get-a-way time to enjoy our summer home at Wildwood was limited but we 

seized every opportunity we could. Finally the company offered us an opportunity to retire at 

the end of 1989 that we couldn’t pass up. Meanwhile my dream of commercial power or 

designing and installing a state of the art photo voltaic system had been pushed to the back 

burner.  But now that dream had to compete with early retirement travel plans as many of 

you will understand. We work our entire careers with a dream of retiring and traveling. 

Never the less, I found time during the next winter of 1990 to study up on the latest in 

photo voltaic technology and designed a fairly elaborate system that I intended to use as my 

primary power source. I could then use my generator power plant as a backup which I 

consider as an essential part of a solar system. A short discussion about solar is in order here.  

A photo voltaic (sun) system will only generate power when the sun shines on the 

photo voltaic cells or collector. It is of no use whatever when the sun goes behind a cloud or at 

night. Energy storage is required to extend its beneficial use to 24 hours each day. This 

requires a number of deep cycle batteries that can withstand hundreds of charges and 

discharges. Batteries are rated in amp hours. The number of batteries will depend on the 

number of ampere hours that you plan to use during the solar down time. Batteries must be 

charged with (dc) direct current from the (ac) alternating current produced by a generator or 

by storing unused energy produced from the photo voltaic cells in the solar array. The energy 

stored in batteries is (dc) direct current. Energy collected by the photo voltaic cells is 

converted to direct current. To make this dc current useful for household use, it must be 

converted from dc (e.g., 12 or 24 volts dc) to ac (e.g., 110 or 220 volts ac). 

This requires expensive electronic equipment called an inverter. The minimum size 

inverter recommended for average household use, along with 220 volt pump and small shop 

tools, is one that would convert the low dc battery voltage at high current values to at least 

2400 watts of ac power at 110 or 220 volts at lower current values. Note. The high battery 

current requires large cables. The lower ac house current of 15 and 20 amps only requires 12 

and 14 gauge wiring. Many power tools and household appliances require 800 to 1500 watts 

so 2400 watts won’t allow very many to be used at one time. A heavy duty battery charger 

(much bigger than a car battery charger) is required to charge twelve, 250 amp/hr batteries in 

the battery bank. Also a very good charge controller is required to store unused dc from the 

solar array into the dc batteries without over charging and burning them up. This is only a 

thumb nail sketch of a solar/generator power plant. There are considerably more components 

required like load centers, cabling, controllers, meters, transfer switches, junction boxes and 

more. 

A few of the prices in 1991 were as follows: 

Photo voltaic module    $375 ea. X 12 = $4500. 
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Inverter/2400 watt, 220 volts   $2400 About $1.00/watt 

12, deep cycle batteries, 6v-235 amp-hrs  $1000  (Note!  5 year replacement)  

Misc. components & cabling   $2700 

Generator, Onan or Khoeler, 6500 watt  $3000  

Total system component cost without taxes, engineering and installation = $13,600. 

 

 This also does not include the costs of the solar array structure, heavy duty battery 

rack structure, maintenance of batteries and electronic equipment, etcetera. An engineered 

turn-key system of this size and complexity would have cost at least $18,000 to $20,000 in 

1991. I would guess that this would cost over $25,000 today. Also note that deep cycle 

batteries deteriorate with each charge/discharge cycle. The batteries have to be replaced 

every five years or so with regular (e.g., full time) use. The high initial capital costs, 

inconveniences and ongoing operating costs of solar are kept low key by environmentalists 

and those who aggressively promote the use of renewable energy. 

Many different power system arrangements are available. Individual needs, finances 

and tolerance for inconveniences, will drive those decisions. Several residents have installed 

various sizes and types of generators or solar/generator systems at various costs over the 

years. I for one, and I’m sure others who have had solar systems installed, would be happy to 

discuss their solar system knowledge and experiences with anyone who may be interested in 

installing a  solar system. 

I designed and installed the integrated solar/generator system as described in the 

attached sketch in 1991. It was expensive but a delightful challenge and required a great deal 

of hard work. This system served us reasonably well (as a substitute) until we got IREA to 

extend their commercial power line to us in October, 1995. 

My next article will cover the extension of IREA commercial power into filings 1 and 2. 

Also I will cover the cost of installing a solar system with the intent on selling solar generated 

power back to the power company. 

 

Del Bills is a 28 year Wildwood resident; past Board president; liaison with the state 

water engineer and district water commissioner; was instrumental in extending power 

through filings 1 & 2; and an electrical engineer. You can e-mail him at: 

delbertrbills@msn.com.  
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